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8 advanced Machines 
8 precision movements 
Total body training



m8

8 Models

The M8 line of commercial selectorized stations from Torque Fitness 
deliver converging/diverging movements that are approachable and 
intuitive to use for the beginner, and, at the same time, effective for 
the advanced exerciser.  A universal fully shrouded tower height of 
less than 5’ for all machines creates uniformity and clean sight lines.  
The low tower height also facilitates convenient storage for water 
bottle, iPod, keys, etc. and allows for the oversized exercise placards 
to be viewed from a seated position.  For ease of use, adjustments 
are limited to one or two per machine and seat positioning utilizes 
a 4-bar gas-assisted mechanism that allows for one-handed adjust-
ments that locks the seat securely in place.
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Model: MSP

Shoulder press

Product weight: 576 lbs (261 kg)

LxWxH: 60 x 61 x 60 in (153 x 154 x 152 cm)

Weight stack: 240 lbs  (109 kg)

Description: The independent and converging 
arms provide a natural path of motion.  A direct 
smooth feel with low starting weight is achieved 
through the use of counterbalanced arms with a 
drive system that utilizes kevlar belts and inter-
nally lubricated cables.

Model: MLPD

Product Weight: 577 lbs (262 kg)

LxWxH: 60 x 56 x 73 in (152 x143 x 185 cm)

Weight stack: 240 lbs  (109 kg)

Description: The independent and diverging 
arms provide a natural path of motion.  A direct 
smooth feel with low starting weight is achieved 
through the use of counterbalanced arms with a 
drive system that utilizes kevlar belts and inter-
nally lubricated cables.

Lat pulldown

Model: MCP

Chest press

Product weight: 554 lbs (251 kg)

LxWxH: 44 x 55 x 60 in (111 x 140 x 152 cm)

Weight stack: 240 lbs  (109 kg)

Description: The independent and converg-
ing arms provide a natural path of motion and 
help correct muscular imbalances.  A simple lever 
adjusts the back pad position for desired pre-
stretch. 

Model: MSR

Product weight: 543 lbs (246 kg)

LxWxH: 60 x 42 x 60 in (153 x 106 x 152 cm)

Weight stack: 240 lbs  (109 kg)

Description: The independent and diverging 
arms and rotating handles provide a natural 
path of motion and isolate the muscles of the back 
and arms.  A direct smooth feel results from a 
drive system that utilizes kevlar belts and inter-
nally lubricated cables.

Seated row

Model: MLE

Leg extension

Product weight: 552 lbs (250 kg)

LxWxH: 46 x 55 x 60 in (116 x 141 x 152 cm)

Weight stack: 240 lbs (109 kg)

Description: The ratcheting back pad adjust-
ment, floating tibia pad and pivot point indica-
tor provide easy positioning for users of all sizes.  
Direct smooth feel from kevlar belt direct link 
drive system.

Model: MSLC

Product weight: 592 lbs (269 kg)

LxWxH: 60 x 46 x 60 in (151 x 116 x 152 cm)

Weight stack: 240 lbs (109 kg)

Description: The ratcheting back pad adjust-
ment, floating tibia pad and pivot point indica-
tor provide easy positioning for users of all sizes.  
Direct smooth feel from kevlar belt direct link 
drive system.

Seated leg curl

Model: MLP

Leg press · Calf

Product weight: 766 lbs (347 kg)

LxWxH: 74 x 44 x 60 in (189 x 110 x 152 cm)

Weight stack: 375 lbs (170)

Description: The large rubber coated foot plat-
form and knurled calf tube accommodate dif-
ferent foot placements.  Direct smooth feel from 
kevlar belting and 1/4” cable link the weight 
stack to the linear guided one-hand adjusted seat 
carriage.  

Model: MAB

Abdominal

Product weight: 430 lbs (195 kg)

LxWxH: 42 x 45 x 62 in (107 x 114 x 157 cm)

Weight stack: 165 lbs (75 kg)

Description: The ergonomic kneeling position 
locks in the user while isolating abdominals.  In-
dependent swivel pulleys allow for straight and 
oblique crunches and can be used standing for a 
torso rotation.



20’ x 25’  space

10’ x 45’ space

Unique tower 

design allows 

for back to 

back small 

footprint 

configurations 



intuitive AND PRECISE 
ADJUSTMENTS

2 OR LESS ADJUSTMENTS PER STATION 

WITH 4 BAR PIVOT GAS ASSISTED 

SHOCKS FOR ONE HANDED SEATED 

OPERATION 



independent CONVERGING & 
DIVERGING PIVOT MOTION

mULTI JOINT STATIONS FEATURE 

INDEPENDENT MOTION THAT CONVERGES 

OR DIVERGES TO MATCH THE USERS 

NATURAL PATH OF MOTION 



KEVLAR BELTS & SEALED 
BEARINGS DRIVE LONG 
TERM OPERATION

HIGHLY VISIBLE ORANGE KNOBS CALL 

OUT ADJUSTMENTs AND PIVOT POINTS 

ARE LABELED FOR PRECISE ALIGNMENT 



Custom molded cushions 
that lock in users

Each cushion is custom molded 

to match the contour and the 

specific hardness needed for 

each application.  Premium double 

stitched vinyl with plastic molded 

backing ensures long life. 



Frame 1-1/2” x 5-1/2” 11 gauge flat oval tubing 

Finish Platinum electrostatic powder coat finish

Weight Stack Solid steel weight plates with bearings

Weight Selector Magnetic color coded pin with lanyard for permanent or optional breakaway 
connection to top plate

Force transmission Kevlar belting and 3/16” or 1/4” internally lubricated cable; Glass reinforced 
nylon pulleys; Sealed ball bearings over solid shafts at pivots

Increment weight Standard 7-1/2 lb drop down weight on selectorized single stations

Cushions Custom molded high-resil ient foam cushion with exercise dependent durometers 
covered in double-stitched marine grade black vinyl

Grips Extruded non-absorbing thermorubber compound retained with aluminum collars

Frame Protection High density urethane foot guards and plate holders and bar supports strategically 
located to prolong the paint finish

Adjustments Intuitive color coded adjustments. 4-bar gas-assisted linkage for seat

Towers Low profile, fully shrouded 5’ towers, all  of uniform height

Storage Convenient integrated rubber trays for storage of water bottles, etc.

Placards Large il lustrated placards provide step-by-step instructions

Warranty Frame and welds-10 years; Parts-1 year; Pads, grips, strap handles, misc.-90 days

Specifications
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